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1   Log in to the Business Transformation Suite

1 Log in to the Business Transformation
Suite

1.1 Log in with your account credentials

After you've created your Business Transformation Suite account (see section
Create your Business Transformation Suite account), use your account email
and password to log in.

In the case that your workspace administrator has created the account for you,
you received an email to reset your password. When SSO is enabled for your
workspace, you log in using a shared link (see section Log in using a shared
link).

1. Go to the Business Transformation Suite login page:

o Login page (hosted in EU)
o Login page (hosted in Australia)
o Login page (hosted in US)

2. Enter your account email and password and click Login.

o If you receive the error message that the login with email and password
is disabled, SSO is enforced for your workspace and you need to you log
in using a shared link (see section Log in using a shared link).

3. Select your workspace and click Login. The SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub launchpad opens. Continue with section Your launchpad.

1.2 Log in using a shared link

When SSO is enabled for your workspace, you log in through a shared link. The
link is shared with you, for example, in an invitation email or on a wiki page.
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1   Log in to the Business Transformation Suite

We recommend that you bookmark the shared link for future logins.
Depending on your workspace configuration, you might only be able to
log in to the Business Transformation Suite through the shared link.

1. Click the link.

2. Follow the steps you see on the screen. Your account will be authenticated

by a third-party application.

3. After successful log in, the SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub launch-

pad opens. Continue with section Your launchpad.
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2   Launchpad overview

2 Launchpad overview

1 Sidebar

2 Create

3 (
Search

) and (
Notifications

)

4 User menu

5 Monitoring widgets

6 Recently visited items

7 Favorites items

8 Entry point diagram
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3   Your launchpad

3 Your launchpad
The launchpad is personalized. You see content that is the most relevant to you.

This section describes all options for this function. Which options are
available depends on your license.

3.1 Sidebar

Home
Here you see the content you recently viewed and the content
you starred.

Newsfeed
In your newsfeed, you see which new content was published in
your workspace.

Favorites
All your items saved as favorites can be found here.

Recent
All items you recently opened.

Tasks
Open your SAP Signavio Process Governance inbox in SAP
Signavio Process Collaboration Hub by clicking Tasks.

Processes
Here you see all published diagrams in your workspace.
Access depends on the settings for your workspace.

Invest-

igations

Here you can view your SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
investigations.

Dictionary
View all dictionary entries for your workspace.

To edit a dictionary entry, click the entry and then click .

To create a dictionary item, click Create in the menu bar.

To open content from your Newsfeed, your list of Favorite items, in Recent or in
Processes, double-click it. Items you opened are listed in Recent.
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3   Your launchpad

When you click once, you open the preview panel for an item. If you only open the
preview panel, the item is not listed in Recent.

3.2 Monitoring

Here you find widgets for investigations that are relevant to your workspace.
Below the widget is the link to the investigation.

3.3 Recently visited

The items you opened last are shown as tiles. Click once on a tile to open.

3.4 Favorites

The items you marked as favorites most recently are shown as tiles. Click once
on a tile to open.

You can mark an item as a favorite by clicking .

The following items can be marked as favorites:

o Diagrams
o Dictionary items
o Dictionary categories
o Files
o Folders

When you mark an item as a favorite, you are notified when it changes.

3.5 Next steps
o Notifications
o Actions
o Diagrams
o Comments
o Search
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4   Notifications

4 Notifications
You're notified about new comments and about new revisions for diagrams
you've commented on.

The icon shows you the number of new notifications. Click the icon to open

notifications.

You can get to a diagram or the Comments panel by clicking a notification. You
can mark one or all notifications as read.

Modelers get notified for all revisions, SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub users only get notified about actions on the published
revision.

4.1 Diagram notifications

You get notified for the following items:

o items you create

o items you edit

o items you save as favorites

You can decide per diagram if you want to stop notifications.

To stop notifications for a diagram, click in the diagram view and select Stop

notifications. This stops the notifications in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub. Notifications in SAP Signavio Process Manager are not affected.

By default, Stop notifications is visible for all diagrams, but you are
only notified for diagrams you have created, edited, or saved as favor-
ites.

4.2 Comment notifications

You get notified for the following actions:
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4   Notifications

o Someone adds a comment to one of your diagrams
o Someone resolves one of your comments
o Someone reopens one of your comments
o Someone mentions you in a comment
o Someone replies to one of your comments

4.3 Notifications for processes linked to journey
models

Notifications for processes linked to journey models can be enabled in the dia-

gram actions .

Follow these steps:

1. Open the linked process diagram in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub.

2. In the diagram actions, click and select Receive notifications.

Notifications are enabled for the linked process diagram.

This option is currently only available for process diagrams linked to journey
models.
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5   User menu

5 User menu
This section describes all options for this function. Which options are available
depends on your license and the settings made by your workspace administrator.

You can access the user menu by clicking your user name.

In the user menu, the following options are available:

o View: you can switch between Preview and Published view.

o Products: you can access other SAP Signavio products

o Workspaces: If you are a member of more than one workspace, you can
change workspaces.

o Audiences: Your current audience is shown here. If you are a member of
more than one audience, you can change audiences.

o Content languages: you can select in which language the content is shown.
If a language is available for an item depends on the settings for the item.

o Logout: Log out of SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub.
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6   Actions

6 Actions

o To manage folders and diagrams, you need to be in Preview mode.
o What actions are available to you depend on your access rights.
The access rights are set by your workspace administrator.

You find all actions available for a page in the upper right corner.

Depending on what is open at the moment, you can do the following:

o Print an item by clicking .

o Save an item as a favorite by clicking .

This adds the item to the section Favorites on your launchpad.

o Copy the diagram link to the clipboard by clicking .

o Open the comment panel by clicking .

o If available, you can select more actions by clicking . The additional

actions when you click depend on what is shared with you, your

license, and the diagram type. For example, additional actions can be Edit
or Stop notifications.

6.1 Print settings

Clicking opens your browser's print dialog. The options available in this dia-

log depend on your browser and the selected printer.

With the additional print settings, you can decide what to include when you print.
For example, you can add a logo or a watermark.

o
To open the additional options, click the arrow next to the print icon .

Your settings are saved for future prints. You can change the settings at any time.
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6   Actions

6.2 Next steps
o Favorites
o Manage folders and diagrams
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7   Comments

7 Comments

At the moment, commenting cannot be disabled.

Comments are displayed in the comment panel. To open the comment panel,

click the comments icon . You can also open the comment panel directly

from your notifications when you receive a notification about new comments.

7.1 Add comments to a diagram

1. Open a diagram.

2. Click . The comment panel opens.

3. Enter your comment and click Comment. The comment is posted and col-

laborators are notified.

7.2 Add comments to an element

1. Open a diagram.

2. Click an element. The comment panel for the element opens.

3. Click Add comment.

4. Enter your comment and click Comment. The comment is posted and is

labeled with the element name. Collaborators are notified.

7.3 Reply to comments

1. Open a diagram.

2. Click . The comment panel opens.

3. In the comment, click Reply.
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7   Comments

4. Enter your comment and click Comment. The comment is posted in a com-

ment thread under the original comment.

Additional replies can be added to the comment thread.

7.4 Mention others in comments

When you want to address a comment directly to someone, you can mention this
person in a comment. Mention someone by typing an @ followed by their name
while you enter a comment. When you mention someone in a comment, they are
notified.

7.5 View comments

All comments on a diagram are visible in the comment panel by default.

Comments on model elements are labeled with the element name.

7.6 Filter comments by status

To filter by comment status, click Status and select a status from the list.

To clear status filters, select All from the list.

7.7 Filter comments by element

To display comments for one element only, you have the following options:

o Click Element and select an element from the list.
o Click an element label.

To clear an element filter, you have the following options:

o Click clear next to the element filter.
o Click Back to all comments.
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7   Comments

When you are viewing only comments for an element, new comments
are added as comments on this element. Clear the element filter to
add a comment on the diagram.

7.8 Delete comments

Deleting comments can't be undone.

1. Click in the comment and select Delete.

2. Confirm the deletion in the dialog.

7.9 Comment notifications

You get notified for the following actions:

o Someone adds a comment to one of your diagrams
o Someone resolves one of your comments
o Someone reopens one of your comments
o Someone mentions you in a comment
o Someone replies to one of your comments

Modelers get notified for all revisions, SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub users only get notified about actions on the published
revision.
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8   Create

8 Create

This section describes all options for this function. Which options are
available depends on your license.

When you click Create, you see all content types you can create.

When you click a content type, the editor opens in a new browser tab.

If you don't have write access to the folder you are currently viewing, a dialog
prompts you to select a saving location before the editor opens.

If available, you can also go to SAP Signavio Process Governance or SAP Sig-
navio Process Intelligence from Create.
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9   Search

9 Search
With the search function in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub, you can
search for content from the complete Business Transformation Suite.

o To enter search terms, click .

By default, the search results contain hits for all content types.

To refine search results, you have the following options:

o To limit your search to one content type, click All types and select a content
type from the list.

o You can use search filters, for details see section Search filters.

9.1 Also search in content

The standard search finds keywords in the title and the description. To find your
search term in other areas, enable Also search in content. Then, the search term
is found wherever it is used in user-created content, for example in task names or
attributes.

This search option also considers uploaded documents.

At the moment, Also search in content is limited to content created in
SAP Signavio Process Manager.

9.2 Search filters

To refine the search results, you can add search filters.

Search filters are available for diagrams, dictionary entries, files, and folders.

To add a search filter, follow these steps:

1. Perform an initial search.

2. Select Diagrams, Files, or Folders in the side bar.

3. Click Add filter and select a filter from the list.
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9   Search

4. Click the filter and enter a value.

5. Save with Apply. The search results are filtered.

You can add multiple filters.

Example:

9.2.1 Remove search filers

o To remove a search filter, click in the filter field.

o To remove all filters, click Clear filters in the search results.

9.3 Search operators

The following search operators are supported:
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9   Search

Search
operators

Description

Wildcard
(*)

The wildcard character (*) is a placeholder for one or more char-
acters.

For example, the search term lab*r returns results for both British
English (labour) and American English (labor).

AND Connect search terms with AND to only get results that contain all
terms. Search terms are connected with AND by default.

Phrases Put a phrase in quotation marks ("...") to get an exact match.

For example, "Process Manager" lists all results that contain the
complete phrase Process Manager, and not items that only include
the term Manager.

Use quotation marks when you search for hyphenated terms, for
example "e-learning".

This search does not include partial matches, the phrase needs to
consist of complete words.
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10   Diagrams

10 Diagrams

Which features are available depends on settings made by your work-
space administrator.

When you click Processes, you can view all published diagrams in your work-
space.

The file tree structure from the explorer is shown in the sidebar. You can expand
the sidebar for a better overview. To view the folder content, click the folder
name.

10.1 View diagrams

The diagrams are listed in a table.

o To open the preview for a diagram, click the row outside the diagram title.

o To open the diagram, click the diagram name.

o To open a diagram from the preview panel, click the diagram or Go to dia-
gram page.

You can zoom in and out of diagrams to view details. With the mini map, you can
pick an area to view or to zoom.

10.2 View attributes

Diagram data, for example the date of the last revision, is displayed on the dia-
gram page. Diagram attributes are listed.

When you click a diagram element, element attributes are displayed in the details
panel.

Which data is visible is set by your workspace administrator.

If an attribute is displayed depends on the following:

o Attribute settings for the element

o Attribute settings for the diagram
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10   Diagrams

o Attribute visibility settings for the user

10.3 Revision comment

When you save a diagram in the SAP Signavio Process Manager, the revision
comment displays in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub. Read more about
saving a diagram in the Save a diagram section.

10.4 Linked diagrams

When a diagram links to other diagrams, you can view the linked diagrams in
SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub.

For BPMN diagrams, the following linked diagrams can be viewed:

o DMN tasks
o collapsed subprocesses
o collapsed Event subprocesses
o intermediate link events (catching and throwing link events)

For value chains, you can view collapsed processes.

o To open a preview of the linked process, click the linking element.

o To open the linked diagram, click the plus icon .

Example:
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10   Diagrams

10.5 Diagram views

If different views are available for a diagram, you can select a view. The active
view is displayed.

o To select a different view, click View and select a new view from the drop-
down list.

For BPMN diagrams, Full view and Compact view are always available. Full view
shows all elements, Compact view hides IT-systems, data objects, and text
annotations.

Modelers can create custom views for a diagram in SAP Signavio Process Man-
ager. If custom views are available, they are listed in the drop-down list.

Your view settings are automatically applied when you open the next diagram. If
your last selection was a custom view and no matching custom view is available
for the next diagram, Full view is visible.

10.6 DMN diagrams

When a DMN diagram is linked in a BPMN diagram, you can preview the DMN
diagram by clicking the DMN task.

You can run DMN decisions and subdecisions in the preview panel. To run a
decision, click Run decision in the preview panel. The DMN simulation opens in a
new browser tab. Here you can enter different values and check the cor-
responding the decision.

10.7 Overlays

Overlays are attribute visualizations that are added by modelers when they cre-
ate a diagram in SAP Signavio Process Manager.

If an overlay is displayed depends on the overlay settings in SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Manager.

Read more about overlays in section Attribute overlays.
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10   Diagrams

10.8 Toolbar

Open comment panel.

Select visible overlays.

Open a legend with definitions of diagram elements.

Enable/disable full-screen view.

Fit diagram width to screen width.

Current zoom level. For continuous zooming with a slider, click the icon.

Zoom in/out.

Show or hide mini map.

10.9 Keyboard Shortcuts

Function Shortcuts

Full-screen
Press F to use full-screen mode.

Press Esc to exit full-screen mode.

Fit to screen Press Shift+1 to fit diagram width to screen width.

Zoom

Press + to make everything larger.

Press - to make everything smaller.

Press Shift + 0 to reset.

Mini map Press M to show or hide mini map.

10.10 Next Steps
o Comments
o Favorites
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10   Diagrams

o Notifications

10.11 BPMN diagrams

Access to these features depends on settings made by your work-
space administrator.

10.11.1 Activities list

The activities list shows all diagram activities as a list, in the same order as in the
diagram.

You can filter activities by role, responsibility, or by clicking Add filter+ to add a
custom filter. When filtering activities in a diagram the filtered activity displays in
an 'Activities hidden' state. Click Clear filters to remove your filter.

You can show or hide overlays and select which overlays you want to view in the
activity list.

o To view the activity attributes, click the activity.

o To navigate between activities, use the navigation at the bottom of the attrib-
ute panel or the arrow keys on your keyboard.

10.11.2 RACI responsibilities

In the activity list, the responsibilities according to RACI are shown.

The responsibility assignment matrix RACI is used to represent responsibilities
for activities.

RACI is an acronym for the key responsibilities:

o R for responsible: performs the activity

o A for accountable: approves the activity

o C for consulted: is consulted for the activity

o I for informed: is informed about the activity

Responsibilities can be assigned to diagram elements.
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10   Diagrams

10.11.3 Export a RACI matrix

If this action is available to you depends on your access rights. The
access rights are set by your workspace administrator.

The RACI matrix lists the 4 RACI assignments and an additional responsibility
where no RACI category was used:

o R - Responsible

o A - Accountable

o C - Consulted

o I - Informed

o X- Participates

To export a RACI matrix as a XLSX or XLS file, click Export RACI matrix in the
activity list. Select Use merged cells in output spreadsheet or Export file as
.XLS (Excel 97) and click Export. The file is saved to your browser's download
folder.

10.12 Attribute overlays

Attribute overlays are attribute visualizations that are added by modelers when
they create a diagram in SAP Signavio Process Manager. Which overlays are vis-
ible for a user group is also set in SAP Signavio Process Manager.

If a diagram contains attribute overlays, the number of available overlays and the
number of visible overlay categories are displayed.

You can show or hide attribute overlays and select which overlays you want to
view.

When you enable Select all, all attribute overlays that have a value are visible on
the diagram.

Your attribute overlay settings are automatically applied when you
open the next diagram. To apply the default settings, click Reset.

You can show or hide attribute overlay values in the Show values section:
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10   Diagrams

o Default uses the attribute overlay values visibility from the overlay settings.

o All shows all available attribute values.

o None collapses all attribute overlays. When you hover over a collapsed
attribute overlay icon, the attribute value is displayed.

10.12.0.1 Attribute overlays for risks and controls

The overlays for risks and for controls provide additional information.

When you hover over a risk overlay, the number of risks without controls for that
element is shown.

You see the risk overlay when there is a risk without controls. When you only see
the control overlay, all risks for that element have controls.

In the attribute details, controls are shown directly under a risk.

10.13 Subprocesses

When modeling users create a high-level overview of the main process, they
model subprocesses in separate diagrams and link these subprocesses to the
main process. The subprocesses can also contain links to processes.

You can view linked processes in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub.

10.13.1 View subprocesses

Elements that link to other diagrams are marked with a + icon.

You can view the element details for the linking element or open the linked dia-
gram.

o To view the element details, click the element.

o To open the linked diagram, click the + icon.

Example:
To view the element details, click the element.
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10   Diagrams

To open the linked diagram, click the + icon.

10.13.2 Displayed attributes

Attribute values of the subprocess can be displayed for the subprocess element
of the main process.

Attributes are populated from the linked subprocess if the following conditions are
met:

o The same attribute, with the same ID, is available for both the subprocess
element and linked process.

o The attribute value is only set on the linked process and not on the sub-
process element.

o The attribute is visible for the user

Attribute settings and attribute visibility settings are managed by your workspace
administrator.

Example:
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10   Diagrams

In this example, the main process contains one subprocess element, which
links to a subprocess.

Main process:

Linked subprocess:

The attributes Process Maturity, Process Owner and ISO9000ff relevant are
available for both the subprocess element of the main process and the linked
subprocess.

In SAP Signavio Process Manager, only the current attributes are shown.

On the subprocess element, Process Maturity and ISO9000ff relevant have a
value.

For the subprocess, Process Maturityand Process Owner have a value. The
value for Process Maturity differs from the one set for the subprocess element.
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10   Diagrams

In SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub, the details panel for the linked
subprocess element shows values for 3 attributes.

It shows the values for Process Maturity and ISO9000ff relevant which are set
on the subprocess element.In addition, the value for Process Owner is pop-
ulated from the linked subprocess.

For the attribute Process Maturity, different values are set for the subprocess
element of the main process and the linked subprocess. The value set for the
subprocess element is not overwritten with the value from the linked process.

10.13.3 Next steps

o Process levels

o Attribute overlays
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10   Diagrams

10.14 Process levels

When modeling users create a high-level overview of the main process, they
model subprocesses in separate diagrams and link these subprocesses to the
main process. The subprocesses can also contain links to processes.

The high-level overview is usually the top-level diagram of your process hier-
archy, on process level 1. The processes directly linked from this overview are on
level 2. Any subprocesses of the processes on level 2 are on process level 3. The
maximum level is 7.

The process level count can start at process level 0 or 1. This is set by
your workspace administrator.

10.14.1 View process levels

The process level indicator shows the process level of the current diagram.

When you click the process level indicator, the current process and all processes
on higher levels in the same hierarchy are listed. For top-level processes, no
other processes are listed.

Processes that reference the diagram but aren't part of the current hierarchy are
listed below the hierarchy. You can open all diagrams by clicking them.

The current diagram is highlighted.
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10   Diagrams

10.14.2 How process levels are calculated

The process level displayed for a diagram can be different than the expected
level.

The following can result in an unexpected process level:

o The shortest path for a process to a top-level diagram is considered. Pro-
cesses linked from more than one diagram can be on different process
levels across the process landscape, shown is always their minimum pro-
cess level.

o For the shortest path, cycles are excluded, for example if two diagrams are
referencing each other as subprocesses.

o Any diagram that's not referenced in another diagram as a sub-process is a
top-level diagram. Top-level diagrams don't need to link to diagrams on
lower levels.

o If several paths of the same length are available for the shortest path, the
system selects one automatically, based on internal IDs.

o Only published diagrams are included in the calculation. The process level
can be different for published and unpublished versions.

Examples:
Example 1: Process levels explained

Value Chain No. 1 is a top-level diagram and links to Process A.

Process A is on level 2 and links to Process B.
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10   Diagrams

Process B is on level 3.

All diagrams contain no other links and are not linked anywhere else in the
workspace.

Example 2: Process is linked from different levels

Value Chain No. 2 is a top-level diagram and links to Process B. Process B is
also linked from Process A as described in the first example.
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10   Diagrams

The process level always uses the shortest path to a top-level diagram. This
means the process level displayed for Process B has changed to level 2.

Process A is listed as a process that references Process B.

When you open Process B from Process A of the first example, Process B is
one level below Process A. Since only the shortest path to any top-level dia-
gram is shown, the process level for Process B is still 2.

Example 3: Change process levels

If Value Chain No. 2 isn't meant to be a top-level diagram, it needs to be ref-
erenced by a top-level diagram. To achieve this, a link to Value Chain No. 2 is
added to Value Chain No. 1.
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10   Diagrams

Now Value Chain No. 2 is on level 2.

The process level displayed for Process B has changed to level 3.

Process B is a process on level 3 for 2 different paths. There is no shorter path
available. Which path is shown is automatically calculated based on internal
IDs.
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10.15 Export diagrams to PDF

With this function, you can export a diagram as a PDF file. This function provides

more options than the print option.

To export a diagram, follow these steps:

1. On the diagram page, open the additional actions .

2. Select Export to PDF.

The configuration opens.

3. Configure the export. Read more in section Export options.

4. Click Export.

The PDF is exported. The file is saved to your browser's download folder.

10.15.1 Save a preset

Presets are saved for your user profile, not the workspace.

To save your export settings as a preset, follow these steps:

1. Configure the export. Read more in section Export options.

2. To save your configuration as a preset, click Save as a new preset.

When you select a previously created preset first and then configure the
export options, you need to save your changes with Update preset in the
Presets section.

3. Enter a name for the preset and click Save.

The preset is saved and available in the drop-down list.

10.15.1.1 Manage presets

o To delete a preset, select the preset and click .

o To update a preset, select it, modify the preset, then save your changes
with Update preset in the Presets section.
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10.15.2 Export options

General

Page size Select the paper size for your PDF. Default is the international stand-
ard size A4.

Page orientation Select landscape orientation or portrait orientation for the
page.

Diagram ori-
entation

You can rotate the diagram clockwise or counterclockwise.

Scale Enable Fit to page to export large diagrams as one page.

Header and Footer

Add logo Add a custom logo. You can choose an image that is already
available in your workspace or upload a new file. The maximum
size for a logo file is 5 MB.

When uploading an image, the image is automatically
published. The image can then be used in both the
publish and preview modes of the exported diagram. If
you don't have publish rights, you can't upload images
and can only select an existing image for your logo.

Header
information

You can add up to 3 columns with up to 3 attributes per column.

Footer inform-
ation

You can add up to 3 columns with up to 3 attributes per column.
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Additional options

Content
Language

If multiple languages are set up for the workspace, select the language for
the diagram you want to export.

View If different views are available for a diagram, you can select a dia-
gram view. The active view is displayed.

Overlays If overlays are available for a diagram, you can select which overlays to
include in your export.

10.15.3 Next steps

o Diagram views

o Print settings
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11 Preview and publish view

Access to this feature depends on your workspace settings.

Modelers can switch between two views, Preview and Publish.

o To switch views, open the user menu and select the other view.

11.1 Publish

In Publish, only the published versions of items are visible.

11.2 Preview

In Preview, labels in the diagram table and in the header of the diagram page
show you the current status of a diagram.

All items the user has access to are visible, in their current state. This includes
unpublished modifications and items in draft status.

This view is labeled in the header.

From Preview, you can start the editing process for items.

To manage folders and diagrams, you need to be in Preview.

11.2.1 Next steps

Manage folders and diagrams
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12 Manage folders and diagrams

o To manage folders and diagrams, you need to be in Preview mode.
o What actions are available to you depend on your access rights.
The access rights are set by your workspace administrator.

Most of the options available for managing folders and diagrams in the SAP Sig-
navio Process Manager explorer are also available in SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub.

You can do the following:

o Publish and unpublish diagrams

o Rename folders and diagrams

o Move folders and diagrams

o Delete folders and diagrams

12.1 Folder actions

12.1.1 Publish folders

Folders can’t be published directly. When you publish diagrams, the folder con-
taining the diagrams is visible for all users as well. Unpublished content of folders
isn't shown.

When you unpublish all diagrams in a folder, the folder is no longer visible for all
users.

12.1.2 Manage folders

You can manage folders with the actions in the upper right corner.

When you click , the following folder actions are available:
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o Rename

o Move

o Delete

12.2 Diagram actions

Open the diagram actions by clicking on the right end of a row in the diagram

table. The icon is visible when you hover over the area and when you select

an item.

The diagram actions can contain additional actions, for example Edit. Which addi-
tional actions are available depends on the notation.

12.2.1 Rename a diagram

1. Click on the right end of the row.

2. Click Rename.

3. Edit the diagram name.

4. You can add the name in additional languages.

5. Click Save to apply your changes.

12.2.2 Publish and unpublish diagrams

To publish a diagram, follow these steps:

1. Click on the right end of the row.

2. Click Publish.

3. Confirm in the dialog.

The most recent revision of the diagram is published and available to all
users.

To unpublish a diagram, follow these steps:
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1. Click on the right end of the row.

2. Click Unpublish.

3. Confirm in the dialog.

The diagram is removed from Published view and only available in Preview.

To make a different version of the diagram available to all users,
you need to publish the different version. Previous diagram ver-
sions aren't republished automatically.

12.2.3 Move diagrams

1. Click on the right end of the row.

2. Click Move.

3. Select the location.

4. Click Move here to move your selection.

12.2.4 Delete diagrams

You can't undo deleting items in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub. When you delete an item, it is completely deleted, not moved to a
trash can.

1. Click on the right end of the row.

2. Click Delete.

3. Confirm in the dialog.

The diagram is deleted.
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12.3 Manage multiple files

You can't rename multiple files at once.

You can manage one file at a time or execute an action for multiple files at once.

To select all files, enable the checkbox on the left end of the diagram table
header. This checkbox is visible when you hover over the area.

To select multiple files, enable the checkboxes on the left end of a row, next to
the diagram name. Checkboxes are visible when you hover over the area.

The number of selected items is shown next to the diagram actions, in the upper
right corner. To deselect all items, click X .

To perform an action for multiple diagrams at once, follow these steps:

1. Click in any of the selected rows.

2. Select the action.

3. Fulfill the action.

All selected files are changed accordingly.

12.4 Status labels

In Preview, labels in the diagram table and in the header of the diagram page
show you the current status of a diagram.

The following labels are added automatically:

o Draft: The diagram is not published and is only visible in Preview mode.

o Modified: The version available in Preview mode includes unpublished
changes.

o In approval: The version is currently being reviewed in an approval work-
flow.

o Approved: The version was approved in an approval workflow.

o Published: The version is available in Published mode. This label is not
added to the diagram table.

Users who only have access to published versions don't see any labels.
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12.5 Next steps
o Actions
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13 SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub
Settings

You need an administrator account to use this function.

In Settings in the sidebar you can configure the appearance of SAP Signavio

Process Collaboration Hub.

You can add your own logo, adapt the color theme of SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub, set up personalized launchpads for different audiences, and man-
age attribute groups and attribute visibility per audience.

From Settings, you can also open the SAP Signavio Process Manager user man-
agement, read more in section Manage user accounts.

Access rights to content are set in SAP Signavio Process Manager, read more in
section Manage access rights.

13.1 Next steps
o Theme
o Page properties
o Attribute management
o Audience

13.2 Audience

Here you can manage the different audiences for SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub.

To be able to add additional audiences, you first need to add user groups to your
workspace. Read more about adding user groups in section Manage user
accounts.
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13.2.1 General audience

Before you add audiences, the settings for the General audience are applied to
all users.

The General audience includes all users that aren't part of a specific audience.

13.2.1.1 Show General audience

Users that belong to more than one audience can select an audience in the user
menu.

When the setting Show General audience is enabled, the General audience is
added to the audience selection in the user menu.

13.2.2 Add an audience

1. Select a user group from the drop-down list of available user groups.

2. Click Save to apply the changes.

13.2.3 Delete an audience

1. Click in the audience you want to delete.

2. Confirm with Delete in the dialog.

3. Click Save to apply the changes.

o If the users of the deleted audience aren't members of another audi-
ence, settings for General audience are applied.

13.3 Theme

When you don't adapt a setting for a specific audience, the setting for
the General Audience are applied.

In the Theme tab, you can adapt the look of SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub for different audiences. All changes are directly displayed as a preview.
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This section describes all options for this function. Which options are
available depends on your license.

13.3.1 Basic settings

Follow these steps:

1. In Audience, select an audience from the drop-down list.

2. In the Header section, you can set the look of the header:

a. Set the header background color.

b. In Logo Link, insert the URL that opens when users click the logo.

o Links inside SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub need to start
with '/' (for example,/model/model-id)

o External links need to start with 'http(s)://' (for
example,https://example.com)

3. In Color sets, you can select the colors for the user interface.

You can create a custom combination from the pre-defined colors. To
ensure good color contrast and interface accessibility, the colors can't be
customized.

4. Click Save to apply your changes.

13.3.2 Advanced settings

Follow these steps:

1. In Audience, select an audience from the drop-down list.

2. In the Header section, you can set the look of the header:

a. Set the header background color. You can select on of the available
colors or set custom colors with HEX or RGB color codes.

b. In Logo, you can upload an image file. The SAP Signavio brand is
added to all uploaded logos.
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o Accepted file types: PNG, JPG

o Ideal size: 360x80 pixels

o Maximum file size: 5 MB

c. In Logo Link, insert the URL that opens when users click the logo.

o Links inside SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub need to start
with '/' (for example,/model/model-id)

o External links need to start with 'http(s)://' (for
example,https://example.com)

3. In Color sets, you can select the colors for the user interface.

You can create a custom combination from the pre-defined colors. To
ensure good color contrast and interface accessibility, the colors can't be
customized.

4. Click Save to apply your changes.

13.4 Manage comments

When you don't adapt a setting for a specific audience, the setting for
the General Audience are applied.

In the Comments tab, you can manage the access to comments for certain audi-
ences.

With this setting, you hide the comments panel, and any interaction with com-
ments for the selected audience. Other audiences can still interact with the com-
menting functions, and existing comments aren't changed by this function.

Follow these steps:

1. In Audience, select an audience from the drop-down list.

2. Enable or disable Show comments.

3. Click Save to apply your changes.
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13.5 Manage navigation

When you don't adapt a setting for a specific audience, the setting for
the General Audience are applied.

In the Navigation tab, you can disable folder-based navigation to force process
navigation. You can also change the appearance and behavior of the collapsed
side navigation.

13.5.1 Access to Processes folder tree

Removing access to the Processes folder hides breadcrumbs nav-
igation. When this access is removed, users can only navigate via
linked diagrams and the process hierarchy.

To remove access to the Processes file tree structure, follow these steps:

1. Select an audience.

2. Disable Allow access to “Processes”....

3. Click Save to apply your changes.

13.5.2 Side navigation appearance

You can set the side navigation default state and you can change the look of the
collapsed side navigation.

Follow these steps:

1. In Audience, select an audience from the drop-down list.

2. Enable or disable Show menu collapsed state as default.

3. Set the side navigation appearance.

4. Click Save to apply your changes.
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13.6 Page properties

When you don't adapt a setting for a specific audience, the setting for
the General Audience are applied.

13.6.1 Home page

In the Home page settings, you can adapt the look of the launchpad for different
audiences. The elements you can change or reorder are listed.

o To remove a section from the launchpad for an audience, disable Show on
Home.

o To change the location of a section on the launchpad, click and drag the

section to its new location.

o Open additional settings by clicking the element.

You can save changes for single elements or save all changes before you leave
this section.

13.6.1.1 Title & welcome message

The title is displayed as the headline of the SAP Signavio Process Collaboration
Hub Home page. If you don't set a title, "Welcome to SAP Signavio Process Col-
laboration Hub" is displayed.

The welcome message is displayed below the title. By default, there is no wel-
come message.

You can add translations for the title and the welcome message. Which language
is visible for the user depends on the content language for the workspace. If no
translation is available, the default language of the workspace is used.

o The language set in the user profile doesn't define the language
for the title and the welcome message.

o The default language for the workspace is set in SAP Signavio
Process Manager.
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13.6.1.2 Monitoring widgets from SAP Signavio Process Intelligence

When you create an investigation in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence, you con-
figure widgets to analyze specific process aspects. In this section, you can add
widgets to the launchpad that are visible for the general audience or for specific
audiences.

You can read more about investigations in the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
user guide section Analyze process data.

o To view the widgets on Home, access for the user groups needs
to be set in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

o You need the widget ID to add a widget to the launchpad. See
section Get the widget ID in the SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence user guide.

To add widgets for an audience, follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitoring Widgets details.

2. Add the widget ID.

3. Click Save to apply the changes.

o The widget is now visible for the selected audience.

13.6.1.3 Entry diagram

Here you can add a diagram to the home page.

Use a published diagram as an entry diagram. If you use an unpub-
lished diagram, users get an error message.

To add a diagram for an audience, follow these steps:

1. Click Browse.

The diagram file tree structure opens.

2. Click the diagram you want to add and confirm with Select.

3. Click Save to apply the changes.
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13.6.1.4 Recently visited

There are no additional settings for Recently Visited.

13.6.1.5 Starred

There are no additional settings for Starred.

13.6.2 BPMN diagram

You can change the order of elements that are displayed on a diagram page.

o To change the location of a section on diagram pages, click and drag

the section to its new location.

o To remove the activity list from diagram pages, disable Show on page.

13.7 Attribute management

13.7.1 Groups

In this section, you define how attributes are grouped and sorted across the work-
space.

o Before you create any groups, all attributes are listed in Ungrouped attributes.
This means that by default there are no attribute groups inSAP Signavio Pro-
cess Collaboration Hub. You can manage attribute visibility in the Visibility sec-
tion of the settings without creating groups.

o When you create attribute groups, only the attributes added to a group are
shown, depending on visibility settings.

o Each attribute can only belong to one group. After you move an attribute to a
group, the attribute is no longer listed in Ungrouped attributes.

13.7.2 Add an attribute group

To add attributes to a new group, follow these steps:
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1. Select a Notation set from the drop-down list.

2. Click New group.

3. Enter a name for the group.

4. To add attributes, click them in the Add Attribute drop-down list. To find an
attribute, enter a search term.

5. To reorder an attribute, click and drag the attribute to its new position.

6. Click Save to apply the changes.

13.7.3 Move attributes between groups

To move attributes from one group to another, follow these steps:

1. Click a group to open the attribute list for this group.

2. Click all attributes you want to move. Selected attributes are highlighted.

3. In Send to, choose a group from the drop-down list.

4. To move the attributes to the chosen group, click Move.

5. Click Save to apply the changes.

You can move attributes from Ungrouped attributes to your groups
this way.

13.7.4 Preview by shape

Click Preview by shape to check if your attribute selection looks as expected
when groups and attributes are sorted by shape.
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13.7.5 Delete an attribute group

1. Click in the group you want to delete.

2. Confirm with Delete in the dialog. The group's attributes are moved to
Ungrouped attributes.

3. Click Save to apply the changes.

13.7.6 Recreate the diagram overview from Classic SAP Signavio
Process Collaboration Hub

In the classic version of SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub, detailed dia-
gram information is calculated automatically and shown in diagram overviews.

If you want to show the same information in the diagram overview, add the fol-
lowing attributes to an attribute group:

Attribute name Attribute type BPMN Value chain DMN

Activities Text x

Input/Output Documents Text or Dictionary list x

Dictionary items Dictionary list x x x

IT Systems Dictionary list x

Linked diagrams Model link list x x x

Linked documents File list x

Linking diagrams Model link list x x x

Parent processes Model link list x x

Process result Text x

Roles Text x

Process Level Text x x

Process Trigger Text x

Which attributes are shown in the overview depends on the notation.

13.7.7 Setting attribute visibility

In the Visibility section, you can set which attributes are visible for an audience.
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13.7.7.1 Header attributes

You can select the attributes that are shown for each audience at the top of the
diagram page. The following attributes are available:

o Process level

The process level can be counted from level 1 or level 0. When you disable
this attribute, your users won’t see the process level pyramid.

o Revision number

o Last updated/published

o Last author

13.7.7.2 Diagram and element attributes

You can select which attributes are shown to an audience. The attributes visibility
of dictionary entries is set per dictionary category.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an audience.

2. Select a notation set.

3. Select a level. You can choose between diagram attributes or element attrib-
utes.

4. If you have attribute groups, select an attribute group.

5. Enable or disable Show group to show or hide the complete attribute group.

6. When you have enabled Show group, you can set the visibility of each attrib-
ute.

o For new groups, the default setting is Invisible.

o Groups from classic SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub keep
their visibility settings.

o Visible if set shows the attribute when the attribute has a value.

7. Click Save to apply the changes.
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